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ABSTRACT.-
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.-. The present stUdywas designed tes explore the.
4 pOiniitrtt'At-Cf0-6-611re tO tAle_Alistrogerso NeighborhoOdliprograM.

,,,;, iliOt-increase-the likelihoodki.of. spOntaneous. imaginative vlay An.
.

...-ore*Oh*olichildren who.vatehed-the.progtam Over.* period of two: ' . ;

..00W'::The sOecifidlocus.of this ,iiileestigatibt.ias-to diteimine -.

--V:s4ttt.er.,nwell-produdbd'profeA8ioUal-ptigttm Would be.tore-effeCtiVe..
.,-;,. in 0,hancin4 ltaginatile play 'than instruction tram a liVe adOlt. Tlie

:/, : attidt0VOlved four: varied vonditions:, (1) ei nenn TVE.Viewitg Contra 1, ..

A
W600..Observed'in.SPOntaneodt gay on too.660,04.9ns..separated in time

.

, by. tieriod-cdsparable ta Oat taken. up. by.tWeiperimental.' -..
:: ''deAlitionst (1) a 'group vhoyat4hed the Mistftrogets, Shov daily 040 :-..

a t4-1.fek period;(3)a grOup'-vho, watched the sitiO show daily in the-...

.co1001 titan adult who interacted with the children about content Of .,
the pOtfOrlance; and (4) group *ho saw no television at school but
received .a comparable daily time period of fattasli gameplaying and
Oat:fide in imagery with an adMit-teacher.,At analysis .of thciitti4
otiiitereorrolat4nt between the independent and dependent variables

' of the study.soems:to suggest that child:reit-11in the 3- to 4-year-old.
.

ago. group remain most susceptible to influence'by'a concerned adult
in their presence vho can engage them Air-edgy and provide them with
immediate feedback for their own responses. It is therefore likely
that at the very least, television's prosocial or optimal cognitiVe..
bentfits'may,have to depend on some mediation by an adult.
(Authoi/tS)

.
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There-is increaAing reason to believe that the imaginative or make-be1100

A x.

play . of children is not only ,important in. their enjoliment of ongoing, play
,

4atIOns but may also serve .an important role in subsequent develppment'of v:
.

,

itaertant cognitve and affective skills. While ,.,arious aspects of fantagr"Pla,

-go-em to emerge quite naturally in children -As,a part of norffial growth with,ini.. "
the 'first three years of age (Piaget, 1062; Singer, 1973), there '..4..s ':also 0/140464y

..

. - , , : - ' e,-.'" ..' : ..',''

...00p. pretend and socio-!dramatie'sdtes COA be enhanced in scope and frequenef44._
..

. . A A :

childrea below school Age by means of particular kinds of parent -thild interg.;': .:'!,;,.

.
i

r

action' (Singtr, 196,1J. Frevberg, 1911; Fein, l3ranth, & Piamendl .19.73; Fein, 104) ,

.

.

. ....
.. . . , #

as i.,i011 as ,byspecific training procedures (Spllansky, 19,083 Freyberg, 10147*
4 -

Rptahar., & Hahn, 1967; Saltz, &Johnson., 1973). The study to be deScribed' .'''' .,...

.,..A

hat, e represents part of an extended research program (Singer,. 1973):degignet

,

tOlexplore the various ams parameters of imaginative;play in children and their

I.

itlationship to ,the later devalopMent of daydreaming and various cognitive

_skills or pers'onality characteristics. The specific foCus 'of this investign-

..'ion was on tole of.adult intervention represented tither by an actual teacher

werking with three And four year. old children or by Variations' involving a11,9

,

adult in combinaTion wit;) a television propram which placed considerable

emphasis on Make-,belleim.

The effects ofrolevisibon-viewing id enhancing aggressive trendn in' chLid

ran Predisposed to ouch behavior has been extenalvelv documented (Murray,
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. .
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.Rubinsten, 4mstock, 1972). There has also baen evid.nce that thildren-
.

will modify behavior in a ptosocJal direction following .xpos.urti to particular'

414Y1StOn content .(Stein, Friedrich, & Vondracek, 1972; Friedrich, & Stetni.

The level of anger aroused 6y an earlier trUstr lion: has also been

-hhoyn to be moderated whet: ,"741dri,11 were .ex osec1 to

odOplonally aggre'SAve televisad.fantaSy materials dow, 1973). The:

Sent 'study was designed to explore the possibility .hat exposure to the4:,

,stero
t

.

tars' Nni.ghboilmod,program might increase the likelihood of spent4W7

s imaginative play' in preschool children who. watched the pfogram over a

:7Mf8d Of two weeks.

The stndi had a itilitOet'oT specific purposes. At the theoretical .lever
. .

.
.

. .

1p
.was of Of interest-tO ascertain.-4hether a well - produced (professional aW- '-

its.6dvantages of skillful presentation and continuing story line and charA4tel.:;

.

.0e44ifiCation would be more effective in enhancing 111a0native..play than
,

OstructiOn from a live adult. If one considets,most of the theories abut

.eatiljaarn4ng.experiences of children, re'Cfiildren, however, there is reasOlvto believe .

..

.,

thaL the child acquires new resPonsas often by direldt.atteMpts'at imitation ''of

parental movements anti: verbalizations. In keeping withjihgatian: notions of

'cognitive capacities', in thp,preschoo phiorchildrah should 4s

more likely to respond to, an adult before them whop is ilroviding..active

,)The vividness and excitement. of interAction pitA the 'fi
a dliye".ul, who

Ialso dan respond individually to each child or modify the fermat in response.

to' the group's motor and a(fectiye ebb and flow ovides a distinct-advantage

to direct traiotnR procedures.forpnhincing subsequent spontaneous' make-believe

0 0

play., Even the well-produced television show 1.1 less likely .to hold t.e

attention of three ?or four year olds enough to yield some of the effett on

00008
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sub$e4uent play. The availability or no nduit who serves to bridge the gap
. :

between the television performauCe:and.the children's 1 i mi ted attantional 644'

.4146Y may Lend to a greater impact of the vic4rions.modeling.ex etience ort4,

Oedrium, The present study invollied in. effect, four, conditions: ) a non

W68 control group. Observed in ,spontaneous, play on two occasions senbrated::

in time by a period comparable to that taken up by the experimental aonditalia4,

A group who.watched the Misterogers show
,

daily over a..two7..week period;. nr
. ,

group whb'watched tne same show 4aily in the company: of an adult who interacted
IP

.,

with' the children about content of the performaned;and 4). a group :which .saw 11,
.

.

e ,.,..,
.

. . . ,

felevidlon.atsehool but received a.comparable/daily time period of fantasy.
6

I.
I

playing and practice in,imagery with-an adult teachere The general liypothe:0

was that a cOmp"arison of pre-ekperimental spontaneous playwiih play observed:1

,

wicks after the intervention would reveal a signif .ant linear Increese.iii,

41'1
c ..

selfgenetated make-believe play by the children with Control group:shotarii.
/ . .' ,

.

,

least change, the television-only group perhaps some 'small` increment,, the

television- -adult combinition the next greatest, and the live -model group the

greatest increase,in fantasy play. In effect this hypothesi0 emphasizes the'.-'
0

.

'dottituing kdy role of the teacher or parent in impgiAae\ pltivay training but .,

augbests the the interaction' by parent or teachet and the taieviSOn set there.
A

professionals
\.,

.0-"d"'Can be a demonstrable' influence of the.professional/ medidM performance upon
N..

h

subtequelft spontaneous play behavior of the childrn, \(
0.

.

A second isaue of importance in the study was an examinalaotCof the pow...
or

.sibility that imaginative play is part of a cluster /of char4cteristies which
L

faIght be enhanced by the viewing of a thoughtful program s4h t;iste\fogers'

or by direct pia nInfng. ,Prevtoug research (Freybcfg) 1,03; Siliger',\A Singer,.

l913) has sugge edthat childreniengaged in imaginative play Also manafst pos-

itiVe emottonality"nnd enjoyment and often seem to be able 'to concentrat better

N

00004
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,,vot'slrogcr periods of rim. It was therefore also hypothest2ed that rhe

.

1.01 4t. increments in meaures of concentPation or positive cmotionalftv wou41

.1.

,116 vytdont in the four conditions desCribed above.

.trill a fourth variable4 of special concern has been the lihelihood'of'

n- :t ,behavior on .:the' part of the child in. the eourso'of spohtancolA
41,. -. ir

yni-t There has .bee.some reason to believe from a' fairly exte'nsi've .review ot,:-

,.,,. . . ,.

4,1 .

pkisoix0 literatur? (E inger; 1973;,,piblowy1973) that children given to agt4a:

variety and complLty of imaginative play Or fantasy predispoSitiOn arp l'esS

.
.

41401,y to shtw avert attacking behavior especially if ,unprovoked (Goldberg,i
,.

.i

.449111 BeeaUse the imaginative play training, procaduren'the repertory of
-'.:- .,.

-,,,!_., . *. 1 . N,
i:,. : . id .- 0,.

1 .

-..i.'-cha--1tye model and the, make - believe situations presept/ed in the Misteroaers'
.

. _
. ',,,, -- .

.

.
.

*Wiorhood, program are esentia/,p Onign, p0- social or only minimally:

agg*Sive it. was hypothesiiodp* a linear dee ,ase in spontaneous

4

Playwould be evident through four conditionS oC the experiment.

To amplify some of the findilv with particular concern for'lhe affective=..

'egtPonents since these are a.speeinr f6cus of the MitllettaLOS! Neighborhood

1 44:
proirst the dependent measures in the study also included A.series of 'scales

aggressive'

0

1

tiqlsuri,ng a variety of specific moods or affects'. While the.major score, POO"

tiye'Affect, w.as rated globally, the observers and raters alan directly scO.V.6.4

specific emotions Such.'48,Elation, LtvelineSs, Anger).Sadness, Patigur..., Contempt,'

Shame, and tearfulne-°Another purpose of this study was to examine the

Of tha-specifiCemotio .si.Nn the course of imaginative play And to look for

clusterings of moods inia,loy hitherto Attempted In only a few studies with

children Singer, & Singer, 1973)..

A further objectfvb of the study was to.examlne the pasible Influctce on

Spontaneous play of eertain.predfs,losing variables. Naturally the general Intel-

lectual level of the child and age were examtne,d4 Previous thsearch (Singer,

0 0 0 Or)
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.:, ! '1.1,.. qii,w0,iCOI A t.fl asat C. ea' by the nrchoel years there\ard i ndiCat tions.hat, \
. .

OULLO recent res arch by Fetn (1974). has pointed:out that sex differ-ente.

t.endplaycan al.eady..b defOnstratcOefoTe..eighteen months of age. -.Our4

e,44 A.0.4e.lr:h program
/
IRS sOggested that a combination of :'.:1 intcrview and 4 pro-:

N
%

, , t .

fl,-. ''.
i.ve Ihethod- (variants of the Rorschach inkblots) can be used to estimate, Oe:-

,

1,0r. rthood that a chi12i Will cngago in snontaneousimake-believe play, the
,0 ,

.
..

res t\study attempted to carry this further and also to determine whether. the'
,..

, .

_..' ...'...: ., `.., ....

:. initfat:picdisposition of the child .mighdEmake a difference in the' .responSi4-.
.

.

..,.
.

..4.0111:4P. tii, the,varlous.. experimental conditions of direct .television watching,

^

wgtchIng With an intermediary .adult or exposure simply to the adult training

.

4913;Cottlieb, 1973) a1 indicated that-predisposition'to make7belipve P1 Y*-51::-

Sarlier studies with,older.children (Frevberg, 1973; Pulas

1.

..

. inditsd lead to differential responses to various play or mcieling situations.

ThelptudY to be, described here bears comparison with othe recent work of

Friedrithand''yondracek (1972) and Friedrich and Stein (1973). The
t.

1focus id ,the present investigation isOprimarily on manifestations of imagina.r;

tiVe.play;.positive:emotion, Coneentration. and aggression 1,,rowing 'directly :Alt

of ongoing sponlAlid-6114 -tilay carried on hy the, child and observed unobtrusivelY

rather than through formal interview and examination of the child following the

experimental conditions. Race and social class of subjects in our study and

'that of Stein and Friedrich woreas far as can be ascertained roughly comparable
. e

with the possibility that subjects 4n the present study came from a'.slightly

V.

lower socio-economtC level.

to summary, then, this research proposed to examine the relative role

. played by Spec:111C teleYision. viewing,' televiIon Viewing with an adult inter-

or direct training by an adult on the spontaneous imaginative, play
I .

t
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children daycare tenter.. The other.dep&dent .,-30.nhles of non

.;.'t.h ind.o.led indicatiohs of poitive emotionality during play, ability to con-.

c:,aCrata and catry:througin extended sgqucnce of connected activities, and
i:

,..-.:.
,s,

00 tikb ihood of direct physicalassault.on'other children. r.S^ecific emo-..

were also studied prior to-and subsequent t:o the experimental'

conditions..

Cesorel r-ocedure

Method.

The basic procedure.of the study called for establishment of four groupt
.

.

of fifteen childrenapiece relatively equateclbyrage,IQ,,s_eltLand_AMaginative

Plav-predisposition. \A Centrol group was observed by raters at the. beginning
.

andm,fit.the endI of a sixrweek period. This group followed normal nursery schOOT:.

reufine which- included sdive.interattion with adults and soma organized'play

around artistic activities:or fotMal gaMe-Tlaying. There was a small amount or

make-believe play generated by the teachers but this component w4i also. present
. I

An all other groups who received essentially. the'same type of daycare experien:ft

from staff teachers who were all unfamiliar with the objectives of the reseaith.

The.first experimental condition simply consisted of fifteen children who

watched the Misteruers' 1,ietghborhood program for half an hour daily over' a two

4 week period. Actually eleven programs were viewed by' each child. ThE second

experimental group viewed the same programS but with an adult present during

the viewing. She-served to 'interpret some of the material that was going on,

encouraged the children to notice details of the programs and to participate

A
actively in imitation of some of the content. The third experiMental

A

included no television at all but exposure to an adult trainer for hail an hour

da.1.1v. The adult p esented the children with a series of exorcises in,imagery,

and (7,onerated a nn'ttlb r of make-believe and fantasy games in.which the children"

yet.n .encouraged to party.tpate during thy.! peoriod of. 6m6.
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Prteir to fliTc.ia.tiem of the expuri,:,,ental 'phase 01 the stud) .all sUbiects
.

%...

, .,
.

. ., . .;

. ,

IH:.,..4.:vie.wed and tested indtviduailv .for'in.toli4genca'and imaginaeiveness

'111v. ,Purfftg.C10,two. weeks beforethe experimental Cenditions.began

ot rJte.ts frevtoAry trtIned to ccnisensual agreeMent on a series of dependent-:

irhlA systelarically observed each ehilidon two occasions prior. to the
,

ptfon of the ex-pelltal, procedures.. At die conclusion of the experlmenti31,,.

..7,phase of the researchench 'child was again observed by ,a pair of observers on

Cwn separate OCCA.51011PM the course of spontaneous Tho in4epenflent

variables therefore included measures of Intlligence,'and:PtediSpesition to

fmninative Play (based upon bbth interview.and.a variant. of ,the'Rorschach 1.nkt
--

blvt mritho)Y011.0 the.dv-endent.variables included.rattngs of each 'child on

toginativeness of Play, Positive AffectonCentration, Aggression, and a

series of tffectivc states.

The four groups were made up.of fifteen children, each who. were enr011ed,

In daycare :center in a small industrial city. There were slightly more boys
a

.

thin.p;irls in each of the groups. The averape-age of,s0jeCes was.4-3'years;'
e

wteb a.rnnge. from three to four and a' hall years. Therewere no significant
4"'

age.differerices. fot;:su jects between the four groups.: Subjects were .411 while-

And came 'fpom general .y.:lower mi1d1e-Cla7,s socioeconomic backgrounds. In main
1

instances both prety were employed and parents depended considerably upon tiee.
,

daycare center in his community as an.essential.service. The general cultural

background of the children might be termed American-ethnic with major repre-

entlition of subcultural Aipoups 11n the-saMple of Polish, Ukrainian, Italian and

backgrounds. The average iQ of the subjects was 105 with no cant

dIfferenees emerging between the Four groupn. Very few of the children had

ever sk2n the Mi3terogera' program at. all because the 1'u

000.08
0
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channel on which it was shown projected - a weak signal in the area in whi.cl1. theV
e Or

. r.
resided...

12i.. 4

Several weeks prior to actual inception of the study a teasi,of eight

observers were introduced into, the school so that they could practice ol;serva-

tional skills and also to permit the chrldren gliidua,11:(, to become familiar with

1.

of the center. bay-to-day routine for the control groilp'was basically no 'Ziff-

.ferent from that established, for the three experimental groups with the ,exceptica.

of the omission of the daily half hour of televiSion or fantasy play instruction.

Cognitive' skill training in reading readiness was employdd'by teachers for this

group.

Trainirv, of Observer-Raters
6.

Following trial procedures on childien not included in the study. the

observers proceeded to carry out individual. interviews of all subjects in' the ;

u

research prior to institution of experimental procedures. Offcrltical iniportance

o.
was the training of the obserVers in collection of samples of ten minutes of

spontaneous play on two separate occasions by the children: The observers

worked in pairs writing down all overt behaVior and verbalizatMs'carried

by: the child during. the sampling pesiod. .This perMitted.comparison of protocols
. .

to IrOn out gross discrepancies during the training. phase of tqe study. .Follow-

tog establishment of a high leVel of agfeementbettaeen pairs of .raters

combinations, teams ,were set up for direct' observation in the Pre-experimental .'
1. -

.phase of the study.. All raters were unfamiliar.with.the,hypothcses of the
3 '

e4ariment oK, with the specific experimental conditions.in which.a given child,

had patticipatpd.-

Cl

It was especially important Cor.,t4 study that raters would concentrate

primarily on observable behavior and avoid inclinations toward interpretation

00009
A
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, .,
of the implteations for pw,chodynaMics of children;' play. The focus of. tho

1

. study as can be seen was/ upon the structural characteristics of the play grid

he overt manifestations of various emotions or play characteristics.. fly .

r.

mixtnc raters and by having observationrcarried opt by different teams p.re- !

. and pest7:bm'a given child numerous.eSforts wereimade to avoid any "halo"

effects or any ctearcut biases. Detailea discusston of.the'methodology of
o

,

observation and rating Is av:lilable in Singdr (1973) .

Independent Variables

Previous research on maUe-believe of children has, suggested that at

leak within the normal intelligence range there is little correlation etween

(IQ and ratings of spontaneous imaginative piay.(Singer, 1.973) . In the present.

studynoinitiai differences betwd011 the subjects in the four conditions gmlrged
/

is intellignce as mea2ured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Scale.

ImaallatlyllylaY Predisposition.. 4 -

Previous research has'-suggested that it may be possible to estimate4P the
.

...

. ...

. .
.

likelihood that'a chii.d will engage in spontaneous
...' .

-believe playby carry-
4 f: -

tng out an intervietIJWith the child about his own favorite .games,' thedegree to
. d:-

,

.
.

7 which these involve pretend'elements, the occurrence of "pictures in his'hand,
.

.\ .
.

or the frequency bf imaginhry plavMates,(Singer, 1973). The mensure is improved,""
, in general if it is supiilemente0y.tLprolective test Inditator4 more Specifi- -)e

ca1ly ocCurrence of movement responses ,presented to ambiguous .Roeschachr'..

type inkblots. Witti younge children bur. experience has indicated .that theq .

.

. Barron lovement threshold!Inkblot scale is phrac4arly useful since. it calls
.

.

.0 . ,0 .

.ix.

-rot o response per c:lid,and generally presents a faisfly reasonable

., .threshol4 effect with an increasing ltkelihood.a the chpd reporting seeing a.

.
,

.human in motion as the cards move from one through tWenty-el g
-

ht. In the present
.

. e

study each of thene, variahles, the score for ch.?. imaginative play interview anal
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the threshold for firat perception of movement on the inkblot, were-scored

separately but .then combi'ned by means of z7store'averaging to yield a measure

which will be called Imaginative play Predisposition. ;1 child. with.a high,

.

score on that measure .would be one who generally .reported make-believe games

to a greater degree than others in the interview and who also gave.a.response

.to the inkblots indi(cating human Tovement relatively .early ine the series. In

effect thdn by using two rather different types of peasures, the child's self

report orimaginative platy activities and the child's imaginativeness in

response to an ambiguous form /some effort was made to provide a score that

might suggest .the likelihood of spontaneous.socie-dramatic or pretend play,
e.

activities by such young children.

-Demident Variables

.' Imaginativeness of Play. The major dependent variable of the study was
111

.ihe. spontaneous occurrence of make - believe. play in the child. This measure

essentially was- based on.indicationsoin the course of solitary or groupplay
. 4

''by the child under olAervation.theit he or she was introducing elements,Of time,.

, -sPace or character not immediately given in the perceptual. environment. A

detailed ,diAcussion of the principles underlying this method is preSented else

where (Singer, 1973). The Measure is based on a five-point scale, with 1 rep-

rdse'neling a minimum ofilipaginativeness of play and 5 representing a high degree

of sech'play observed during .the course of a ten-minute observational sample.

The critical queStion tobe'answered in deciding on a rating involves whether

or not thi! child uses an object or toy in a way differept from its actual

appearance, e.g. calling a toy.' giraffe a "spaceman" or indicating4by the use of.

sound effects, aetualyerbalization,. or motor activities. some kind of story
1.

line removed fromothe direct motor manipulation of the object or phySical stimuli

JA the room itself (see Fein, 1574), The relative frequency of such occurrences

0 0 04 1,
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1

within the ten-minute sample, and the combinationOfAreqancy With elaboration

of det.Ail are eMployed in assigning a high score on this dimension. While.

children of this age group are not,JilY to show any extended .make-believe

play there are ample evidences that it does occur qequently enough to be scot-
9

able.. Previous research has sugg'ested'sufficlent Variability in the measure
. .

even in three and fOurYear old chiltIcen to make for the likelihood of Signifi-

cant manipulation affects (Sifoger,.& Singer, 1973).

rr

Positive' Affect. vThis measure also eTpleyed in previous research (Singer,
. ..

(

0

1973).-represented.an exte4sion of the notion that 'An important element in play .°',1
4.... ,,

.
. .

, v ...,-
... l 71)e h a v 1 o r shouldean'indiaAtinn of nosltive emotions.bu.ch.as joyt'OMtion acct

.e
b .

, ;9 .,.''' .0. . . .

. .
.

. 4 ' ! .. .i'' V
tv

.

liveliness.. Here emphasis was placed on'the occurrence of smiling,ap.d laughing
,. .

.
Land other gross bodily indications of happiness in the.child. It'is..intriguing.

muchindeed ,that much clinical research: and observation of ?lay during therapeuiti
I

k. 9 Nti.
,

.sesions have focused on indications of, anxiety or hostilify and have' not. Y*

emphasized the great enjoyment that may go along with make-believe play. Our

.concern,Was,to capture obserl4b,re evidence of "happiness" ab shown by laughing,.

'smiling or by lively interest-as . itestations of positive affect (rOmkiqs:,

1962; Izard, 1971).

Concentration This measure Involved an dvaluation'of. tlie-degree to which
0,

within a ten-minute observational sample the child managed to maintain tatirly

.consistent orgapized sequence& of play around a specific them? or tolpersitAn.-

movement' toward the goal in relation to a speciftc.activity. It is important

to stress the fact that Concentration did not necessarily involve focusing on'.

an imaginary game. Thus a child who chose simply to. p t ',one block on top of

anoth r.for the major part of. the ten minute sequence without interruptimg;this

would receive a Maximal score for concentration but not ntaessatily for imagln-
.

ativeness of play unless there wero indiCations from verbalization that the

I

e

xe
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construction involved a hduse and that there was some story -line associated with

the game. An earlier study, (Singer, & Singer, 1973) had yielded evidence that...

children :higher' in imaginative tAlay predisposition did indeed show significantly

004terJandency . toward developing OrganizecLsequpnies .of play in the time
..

. .

samplesstildied'and.therefore did indeed yield greater concentration,
,. .

One of the longer7t.r.4, hypotheses of this research has been that imaginatiVe'!

. , pIay..beeaUse its very nature calls for relatively. organized 'sequences of thought

may-play- a role in- develOping ,a- greater capacity- for-perse0erance or freedort
. ,

.f rot. distractability :on. the :part °Of the c4leiind may al60. play is in

establishing a °psynhologicalorientation moregef fective Ultimately for the

iChool'aituation..(Singet,-1973;:SmilaAky,...196e)..

2yet5..461artEELEE Thia-dimenpion was introduced as an atempt to evaluate

.direct* physical attacks. on .Other children or-destruction of others' toya

games or. the, PrOpertyof the 'school. It was important to stress, the.fact.that::,
I

1this is indeed: an 'overt behayiOrai measure and' is quite distinct_fromaggres.4-

skive content ci-4tbin the format .of, a 'game.- _ThuS;^-achild whO manipulates plastic.
. -

teys and makgs sounds of .shooting 'or uses wOrds,like:'"pow" or "zap" would not be

scored for overt aggression. This would sitply be viewed as aggression within.
,

..., ..

the framework of* an. imat4nati;e'aille. :114 score for aggreSSion would be used

only to the extent that the child actaally, directly interfered with another 's

game , fought to take a dy a: i.lc)ck,. delive fed a-bidii-to another child, or'

attacked another child in a .way thak'bordered' closely on physical violence.

In the earlier Study (Singer, & Singer, 1973) there were indications thatw .
.

.

.
.

particularly for.boys who showed a greater variability and frequency in aggres-

sioncompared with girls who showed relatively little at all°there was indeed

a Signifidapt difference between those high and low.inimaginatiVe predisposi-
.

non with reset to evidence of overt arfgression. toys high in imaginative

, r
,.1.1
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predisposition showed. half as much overt aggressive behavior during free play, /

than did boys low in imaginative predisposition. Somewhat similar results were

obtained-f 'rlekample by BibloW (1973) in a study with older children.

Specific Affect or Mood gatinPs.- The research: bV-Biblow (1973). had
cated .Some rather intriguing and subtle differential effects of experimental',..
conditions upon 'specitic-moOds. The preseht study also incorporated a list of,

....;

fairly specific emotionarstates to be rated-for each child during' the ten-

Minute 'behavloral .sampleS' observed. The following .effective states were., rated :

.Ai221:2.,..Fearful,'Livelv, -Elated, Sad, Asharied, Contemptuous, latigi. Emphasis
was placed Particularly on 'gross overt signs of these moods rather than attempts
to interpret. the moods Oh. the .baSis, of presumed Psychodynamic meanings of play..i..

. . .
. .. ..

..
.content. Therefore Anger Shame or Fatigue for example would be 'rated on the? ,,.

basis of direct verbal expressions of anger or angry facial expressions. Fatigue
was papticularly ln evidence n sluggish motor activity and a tendency to stretch

.out or try to sleep for per-idds of time. Sadness was evident most: clearly in

cryffig "or -Widlapering. In general the effort was made to train the raters to'
identify the emotional states* in keeping with the point of vie on the facial: .

and physical /manifestations of affect as defined by Tomkins (1962, 1963) or by'

Izard-(1971).

Intervention Proeedures"---

The following Is .a brief description of each of the experimental conditions:

- This group of f if teen children. was seated

on the floor in front of a television monilpi every morning And' viewed a. one
I

half Hour complete program of Wstorogere' E.2.W1129. r h oci T h
. program involveti,

4.

a standard group of characters who Are readily identified in each program And

who generally over a sequence of three to five eptsoas'tarry,tbrough a story

line thAt is integrated to take a point of psychological and emotional" -
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significance. All children in both TV groups saw the identical tapes. Alto-

other there were eleven programg seen over.a two-week period by all children

.n the group: The significance of'pregending as a normal human experience is:a
.

major theme of the programming developed. by Fred Rogers and the song "Pretending

occurs from time to time in the shoWs. The point was here not necessarily to

"generate dirAt'imitation by. the 'children of sequence's in Misterogersi stories

but rather'to provide what.Bandura. (1572) would term a diSinhibitory or elicit-

ing function of modeling.. The emphasis i,s on- reducing the children's restrie.-

tiona on generating their own fantasy or on providing them with adult encourage-

Ment.that might. allow them, to try out their own'self-generated'fantasysequanceg.,

It was not expected that the makebelieve'play of the children wou).d.necessarily-7-

reflectit-any great 'detail the speokfics of the.program.although,some attention',

was paid to ascertain whether this did occur at all.., . ,

Practical:Considerations in the running of a large daycare center such as
.

.

this, one precluded the opportunity far the children-to obserVe
.

thetelevt40:ty,,
set in small groups. It was therefore necessary_ to. group the chiLaAen around

,vs

. the set in the total sample of fifteen. It should be stressed that this'type,
N2,

of viewing situation is quite a different one from that ordinarily provided

the usual home-viewing situation fora program like.Misterogers. This proce-
! -
dureiMay also have presented special difficulties ,because Misterogers' style

.is ote.of siMulated direct communication with s-T, individual child. 'Since it
/ -

was important to avoid any gross. disruption of+tirmal.daycare centet,routite

the. present situation was found to be the most praCtial approach to carry

through this specific investigationwithin the ten-week time limit available.t
.Teleyislon-YLP:witig.vtth Adult Ittermedtaryajlrohp: ti;,. The major difference

from Group 1 was that there was an adult present who apecifically involved

herself with the ongoing program and who called the chlldran'a attention to
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\specific Points made by Misterogers, to specific events taking place, encouraged

.
ihom\otcasionally'o imitate particular sequences occurring (such as Misteregers

moVingas arms .to imitate a snake), Some particular events were also'intel4

\

preted fOr the children and some participation was encouraged. The adult's jolt: -

was as a translator and intermediary but the focus of the material Was.primartlY

.
.

\'.upon the viev ng and in a sense the leadership.in theinogramming remained with

MIsterogers as represented on tele4ision,

AdultMake-Believe. Trainingla13. :The third experimental condition

.

involved no viewing of .television whatsoever during therten-week .peried in the
4

nursery school. The4 children instead were taken to 'a room where an adult

grouped them around her andthen.began a series of exercises first of all-in

imagery and then gradually expanded. this .to a seribsof.makebelieve games.

8ach half-hour session involved.a previously prepared sequence of' exercises'and

games ,for children with, a certain open-ended-quality to permit the children to

begin.to expand on the 'play activitieson.their on as these developed. The

children were grouped in a circle and then enco raged to participate indiVidf-:'

t .

uallyaswell.as in.A. group in particular pin -Action Sequences. Mapy,of thethe

Sequences were deveiciped.it\.a curriculum partiularly for this program althoUgh

the general.direction of-th&material derived from Freyberg (1973) and from the
.\

imagery exercises of deMille (1972) . The general range of content. was. Chosen

for a relationship' to the Misterogers' material not in terms of specific content

since the children were unfamiliar with the program but in terms of certain

basic concepts such as flying and airplanes, animal imitations and so on.
1

.

Again a particular problem faced in the execution, of-this research was

the fact that the children had to be dealt with in a grnu.p of fifteen. As a

matter of fast it should be noted thatinitial groups actually included more

children under each condition but 'illness or vacations eventually pared the.

0.0 0 1 0
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groups down to only fifteen apiece. This put some strain on the adult model in

the sense that maintaining the attention of- fifteen Wildren.ages three and four

proved to be somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, it was .possible by demon4tration
)'

of considerable enthusiasm op. the model's part to carry through most of the train-

ing over the eleven specific sessions that match4d the television vi.:.tving days

for the other e%perimental subjectIOTKsmall number' of props were employed. in '

1

the make-believe play. Thse were generally of a relatively unspecific nature
.

and consisted of playthings. such as pipe cleaners which could be made into little.

human figures, a variety of hats, playdough, large ribbens.or-scarves which could

be.employed a'number of ways in the course of make-believe games and somepaper.

:masks that also had a number of purposes. In general the approach was one

.
emphasizing the importance of more generalized playthings (Pulaski, 1973; Fein,

Branch,. & Diamond, 1973) which have been shown to be more effective in producing

a variety of play thanes in .children..

Control Group: Crip.C. This group viewed,ho television and received no

Make-believe play training. Blind ratings wore made prior to and following the

normal nursery schbol routine with the addition of some cognitive skill training
.

.tht was part of the school's currieUlum. This routine generally consisted of

free play at the very beginning of the morning'when children arrived, fopowed

by some modestly organized play sequences in which teachers grouped children into

drawing painting !or craftlike werk or blockbutlding followed then generally by

a light snack and rest period and then by somewhat more free play with occasional

interventions of the teher. Occasional somewhat spontaneous-make-believe-games'

generated by indtvidual teachers in W'more or less random fashion occurred for

"all four groups. On the whole there was very little variation in the general

Sequencd for the groups.

00017
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Interviews were conducted periodically with parents of the children con-

cerning the family lifestyle and 'TV viewing habits. Unobtrusively questions

17.

about spontaneous play styles of the children were included in these interviews.

Mothers also filled out a questionnaire based on research by CarisOn and Levy

(1968) which was designed to explore self-worth orientation of the parent along'

dimensions of Personal and Social direction. This\measure was included,to.'pro-

vide some clues as to whether mothers' orientation would bear some relation to

thespontaneousplay behavior of.their children!

While a long-term follow-up of play,training effects was planned a legal

crisis erupted at the close of the experiment necessitating a change in the

schools leFeation.. While consultation with the school was maintained as a

service the collection df systematic data on a longer term basis was precluded.

by the new, setting,

Results

Reliability of Ratings

The first question to be settled in a study so dependent upon 'observation

Of spontaneous reactivity in childrediS whether pairs of observers will agree

not only in their accounts of what is happening but in their ratings of the

behavior along the specified. dimensions employed in the study. In attempting

to assess the level of agreement amongst our independent raters use was made of

A newly-developed statistic, C (Cicchetti, 1972), which takes:Anto account the

frequency with which two observations are in complete agreement, agree-
.

ment, and complete disagreement and also evaluates the level of observed agtee-

ffient statistically in relation to an expected level of agreement possible fw

this range of ratings. The advantage of this statistic is that it assesses the

closeness of agreement whereas a statistic such as.tau or r merely evaluates /;'4

00018
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the agreement in rankings of subjects. It can also be used for evaluating a

great many levels of pairings of different raters.

The results for the study presented here should suffice to point out ttilt

thle reliabilitieswere on the whole_quitesatisfactory for most of the dependent

Variables. For example in the pairs of ratings forrImaginativen s of Play the

,faters agreed Completely in their ratings for forty-three of the children and
.

-7-were never more than two points apart on the remaining sixteen. This result

yields a C of .93 which is significant at..2- .001'compared with the possible ,\

levels. of disagreement for this matrix. Similarly/in ratings of Positive Affect
. ,

the Cis .89 again, 2. < .001; for Conceneration C iis .88, 2. < .001. For Aggreir
1

sionC is .93, 2. <' .001. The ratings for the various mood states were somewhat

more mixed partially because 'of the fact that the/ in a number of

the moods was not very great and in many cases there was simply no evidence at

,

all of 'occurrence of. specific mood states. Ex mit les however would be that for

Angry there is a C of .94,significant at p.< .001,.for Liveliness C was .86,

2..< .001, for Elation C was .88, < .001. Ge4r4ly speaking the results for

the major independent variables support the conclusion that the ratins are.

highly reliable and do not present any problem's. It is important to note that

these raters were highly trained in the early/weeks prior to theinception of

the 'experimental procedures and evaluations Of the statistical agreement were

made during observations of children not inlluded in the study in order to

ensure the' eventual high agreement that did1emerge. All,scores used in data

analysis represented means for two observers on two separate play samples.

Major Dependent Variables

I01.4430AtiV011Ogg oflqa. spite the random fnlgtial'asSignment of children

to experimental Conditions there were some differences that emerged in the groups.

For example the children in the Control group seemed on the whole to be somewhat

00010
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more predisposed to Imaginativeness of Play as estimated both by interview and

Barron Inkblots combined. This expectation was borne out by their initially

higher score in fahtasy play in the first two weeks :4f the observations. What

is particularly noteworthy, however, is that if we examine the results by means

of charge in scores we find that without any special intervention. th 'control

group shows a rather striking.declinc in spontaneous make-believe play based

solely on the passage of time and çh4 'following, of the usual nursery school.
. If.

routine By coMparisonal4.three experimental groups show a,- modest increase in
.

, .

1

ImaginAtivenesedf.Play ill the.two;lieeks: following termination of the eXperi-
,...

1

mental.procedures. : Examination of Figure 1 which presents the change from the

first two weeks of observatiohs toithe Observations made following the two weeks
.

of experimental treatment indicateSaJclearlinear increase in imaginati eness

of' play from the Control group thrOuglVphe television-watching group, the group

with the adult intermediary and Iihal0 the non-viewing adult model group, -This

4,
change in Imaginativeness of tlay4or'the four groups yields an. F of 5.25

-.,

Insert Figure 1 about%e:
. ?,-0

t The data also indicates. a significant Piot linearity .of 13.4,siitr
34 .

1
licant at 2 4..001. It is important to note thathnidelOgof the variables

.
.

L

in terms of magnitude of increase in'imaginativeness of play is OnLthe hypothe-

sized direction. , '7

,t47

It should be noted that ih general the trends of the data correspond to the

qualitative reports obtained, from parents and also from the examination of

individual children's protocols. It seems clear that the general atmosphere

following the experimentatmanipulations and in particular the opportunities'

either to pee the Histerogers' program with the adult present or the specific

live modeling situation' were characterized by many evidences of more pretend and

0 0 2 0
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mike-believe elements in play in the children. It should be kept in mind that

the exigencies of the study limited observations of-the-most formal kind to two

brief periods within two weeks after the termination of the experiment. Parental

reports also indicated considerable increase in imaginative'play for the groUp

experiencing tie live modeling particularly although the parents did -nmknow

the particular grouping into which their children-fell and indeed many of them

assumed that their children had been watching television regularly since they

knew that the overall project was somehow related to television- viewing exper-

iences.'

The straightforward television-viewing situation proved to be less produc-

tive of imaginativeness of play than might have been hoped for particularly fT

. one envisfons a long range possible.utilization orprOgrams like the Misterogers'.

show to enhance make-believe play in the nursery and daycare. centers. An exam.-

ination of the behavior of the children as rated by observers digirg.1 the actual

viewing of the program in their group of fifteen without the adult intermediary

suggestsachat this was a far from optimal viewing situation. children with an

average of four years simply could not.sit throughout the half hour but

wandered about somewhat, tended to interfere.Withoach other's viewing or to

N, interactions, thatoften-distracted the overalLAIroup_for_a_few_motents

a time from the ongoing program. If anything the situation had some-of the

.elements .of a frustrating one.for many of the children. This was in markedocon

treat wit\the reaction of the children when the adult model was present during
4

the television-Viewing where there were indications of much better concentrationNN

on the basis of the ?stings and much more interaction and involvement with the

program and fewer wanderingsaway from the ongoing performance. Even so the

viewing by fifteen children seemO unsatisfactory and required considerable

effort on the part of the adult to ke sure that there wag reasonable interested
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involvement. A similar point can also be made for the use of fifteen children ..

in the group during the play training where the fact that there was

a little- bit greater physical movement as part of the:overall training perhapS
ea.

may have alleviated.someof thd restlessness of .the children but at the sate

time presented difficulties in the adult's being certain Lhat the children

were grasping the particular elements of.an imagination exercise or participating

Cully in a particular make-believe game initiated by the model.

Positive Affect

.

\ This rating was based on indications in general of happiness and 'positive!

emotional response from Children in- thecourse of their spontaneous play. In

this case the mean Positive Affect score for all four groups were extremely
e

Close and no difference emerged in the pre-experimental testing period. FolloW-

ing the introduction of the experimental procedures the results indicated a

slight deerdasi in Positive Affect for the Control subjects and modest but con-

sistent increases in positive emotionality for the three Experimental groups

again in the same order noted for the raginativeness of Play dimension. While

the groups end up not far apart in terms of change in affect with 'the score
/

for Affect change itself only 1.61,- p < the linearity of the change yields

an .F .of 4.56, p. < ,04. 14 other words again the Control roupchanged slightly

towards a'lower score in emotionality while the Television-viewing group

increased-modestly, the Television-group with adults preient somewhat more and

the rather sizable increase was manifested in positive emotionality by the

children who were exposed to the live adult. Indeed that final group stands

out quite strikingly in showing more than twice as. much of an increase in posi-

tive emotionality as all the other groups. This increase in enjoyment, laughing

-and smiling was clearly in evidence during the actual training situation with

the live model since these sessions were active and iavolving for the children

00.0-22
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by comparison with the somewhat more passive television viewing situations:

Nevertheless-the fact remains that the positive emotionality, did persist Into

the spontaneous play of the Children observed a 4nsiderable time after the

termination of thelormal.training and 'in Situations far removed from the pre-

senee pf the.adialt model.

. It is of course not possible to ascertain to what extent. the increase in;

imaginativeness of play yields in itself the likelihood of treater,positive

emotionality'on the part of. the children or whether the two factors operate

somewhat independently as a function of the' opportunity for live model training.
.

However it must be stressed that. the model' 's intent was primarily focused around

the. training of imagery and fantasy games and was mot specifiCilly designed to.

prodece laughter or jollity in the children. A result like this needs serious
iJ

attention because it indicates that spedial opportunities provided the child

either by an adult intermediary viewing television or by adult focusing on

imaginative gates and play can lead to a subsequent increase in'the level of

apparent happineis on the part of the children in the course of their own spon-

taneous play. If such procedures have no other effect than to help children

enjoy their ongoing play more one would certainly be satisfied indeed.

Concentration,

The third major variable under scrutiny was the degreeto which the children

showed a persisting organized play sequences during the briet observation period.

Here the'initial'groups did :not differ at all significantly in the relative Con-

centration they showed prior to experimental invllvement. Following experimental

manipulation there 'was 'basically no change in the' control and television-viewing

groups.'-The live model group did show,a considerable increase relative to the

others in Concentration during play but the overall F for the post, score or for

the change in degree of Concentration is not significant. Oevertheless it is
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important to recognize that there was again a sieable increase in the degree
.. .

.

of Concentration manifested by the children who received the live Wodel:train7

ing, five times the very. slight changes shown by .the,oEhergroups

Again it must be remembered that the'training received was not specifically

.`in concentration on'an extended-sequedte n itself. If anything as a matter of

fact because each childwaaencourdged try out some -of -'the imagery exercises

and games-employed-there was a good deal of effort of shifting of thelotme-.

around the group by the adult so that there. was a great deal going on.during

.the thirty minutes of daily training. ':-NOVerthefeas it, is worth noting that

thiagroup did show.'1onger sequences of play -relatively which may be in part a:°-

function of the fact that the imaginativeness of their gamesovequired some longer
0

unrolling of a story line. This i
uc

particularly interesting.becauseofthe.fact

that children at this age do: not on the. whole show great capacities for extended'

"concentration

Aggression

kmajo concern of the present study was with thepossibility that the'

_opportunity for engaging in imaginative play en the part of- the ch!4dren'migtit
. .

.

affect the likelihood of.theit manifesting overt acts of aggression-direttid at

other children or at property. This was based on the assumption that provided

. .

-.:;--with a greater repertory of behaviors by exposure to the television prOgraming

or to the training in socio-dramatic play might reduce the likelihood that their

available responses in a variety-of. situations would be limited to well-learded.

acts of aggression. The initial groups that were formed here did not help in

'an evaluation of this issue because the Control group (C) showed a considerably

lower, initial level of aggressive play than -41d the Experimental groups, in

, particular groups 2 and 3 which included the adult.: While the F for the pre- .

experimental" observations is only 1.67 and attains .a slinifIcance of n. .20
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.thereis a particularly large'difference.between the two grbuOs mentioned and

..,., 4t.4 o Control groUp. It should be,kept in mind that the Control group showed a.,

, higher IMaginative.Play 'Predisposition score and this score in other research
;.

.

. wit nursery school children was shown to be associate4 with significantly less0
.

-

, I

.

.

.

' ltkel ood of spontzaneous aggression, at least, in the case of male subjicts

(Singer, 1973)..

If we look at the effect of the experimental4nanipulation again the results

indicate no real change in the Control group which increases only very slightly

in Aggreasion during spontaneoUs play. There is.however a particularly sizable.

increase in spontaneous. aggression' shown by the group exposed initially ,to tele-

vision,visiOn. Alone and also a modest but nonsighificant increas for the grouP
V ii

ing.the play training without television. The overall F ler-change in Overt.
op

Aggression for the four groups is clearly significant and perhaps the only-
R

ys
.

change worth noting is the. sizable. increment'iwaggressiOn shown for the group..

that.watched.teltyision alone. This trend towards' greater aggression for the,.
..; e b

group is pf course unhappily, contrary to our egpectation.but'iS explicable it.

seems in terms vf,ttle viewing conditions of !the subjects. As indicated fifteen

,
children generally sat in front'of the set for the half hour and this situation

with the frequent distractions created by occasional children who got up and

. walked off'to the sideor Started to play another game'led this situation to be

,

rather more of a frukrating one..than, had been hoped;for. It cer,tainly strgues

''against any suehus of.televisibn with large groups unsupported by an inter-'

.acting adult.

.

i .40-0ific Moods .
, a

. c . ,

-tf one looks at the'oveiall pattuniag what seems toZhave happened at\ieast,

in the case of the control group has been a teit2i2ney for the play of the*child-,

.

rem which started out initially Oaracterized by a good deal of imagination ald
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alair amount of a variety of positive emotions as' well as other emotional, reac-

tions to change id`the direction of relatively more flattened quality. In the

case of the children exposed to the three experimetAi tonditiong there is an

increase on- the whole in the positive emotional areas and a:greater variability ".

in the, manifestation of the more negative afiects. Of theqoUr groups it was
O

also apparent'thatthe group that watched television alone became considerably'
,

more restless. 'This groupabt.only ShoWeda:much greater increase in the gen-

era]. aggressiveness of play but also increase in a great. range of.motor activity

showfng more Liveliness, mOre'Anger, Leis Elation and less Fatigue than the

other groups. It seems clear that despife eur.best intentions the group

television-viewing situation must have had elements in it of a situation

restraint and mild IruStration'ind again this argues strongly for smaller

television-viewing groups.

Correlational Analyses

The matrix of intercorrelations between the independent and dipendent vari-

ables of the study-warrants careful scrutiny particularly in elaborating further

on some- of the major implications of the research and also in pointing up some

usiefulynoimative possibilities' for studies of ongoing play behavior and the

relationship to certain reedispositional variables..
rsf

An examination of the correlation matrix for.the present investigation

indicates that while age for this sample correlates t..33 with IQ there are very

few correlations between chronolOgical age And any of the ongoing play variables

or the ratings of.the different enotiond,,obtained during this period.

°For verbal interligerceCas measured by the Peabody scales we find..corre-
mt.,44,.

lation of .33 with wage and a significant Correlation with the self-report of

imaginatimptay in the Ityrview
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'This score was baSed on Averaging 'pf..the z ,scares for this sample Obtained

.

O.r1:the Barron -inkblots and' tha .Interview aboitt play behaidor with the. children.

Therefore it ';repres'ents combination of twoi. measures press mabi 01 imaginaiive

tendency which, are themselves not .Correlated.although-each'shOws individually -a
, .

-similar pattern .of relationships across the matrix.. This. Imagindtive play. Pte=

.
disposition score correlates +.28 with age As.mfght be anticipated. Of par-

ticularimportance is the fact that it correlates +.30 with the spontaneous

Imaginativeness of .PlaT observed prior to the experimental'manipulations yr

the sUbjects. This. finding is roughly comparable to that obtained ;'in the various

experiments described in Singer (1973). In other words., those .c .1 en who 01m.4 ..,
a .coM4nation of imaginatii/e0si'in their self-reports of play 'tendency to

see wve-tent on korschach,inkblots are also likely to be' thos who show a go0d r

deal of spontaneous make-believe in. the4 natural play s ons. This Otte-
r

latio disappears following the experimental Manipula °nal-however:7- Ifuraiiiiative

dispositiliff--Correlates positively but 'Ions niiicantly with. POsitive

Affect prior to expeptimental manipulation' and + wi"/Cencentration. These

relationships disappear also after- the experimental mnipulation. Although

previous research has suggested a negative "relation hip between the Imaginative-
.

.-Play Predisposition and overt aggressive behavior at least for male subjects,

the overall group does not show any relationship at all in this matrix. Imagi=

native Plat Predisposition does indeed show a trend towards association with a

variety of pbsitive emotions express* the. course of ongOing play.
;

ja4AiNitiWess of Plal

A partictilar point. of interest in 016 study was the effea of the. different

kinds of play on the spontaneous moods of the children. it was expected than
u

imaginative play would' he associated' with particulat ongoing affective states.
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Thus if we look at. Imaginativeness of Play in the pre-experimental situation we./
rfr

find first of all that it is modestlY'correlated as might be expected with

scores pf Imaginative Play following the experimental Manipulation (.24) and

this of course Justifies the use of difference scores in evaluating the effects

of. the experimental manipulation. It is of interest that even children as young

as this show at least some tendency to.persisCover-beveral weeks time in the

general style of their play.-Ale'correlation between Imaginativeness of Play
a

and Positive EmOtionaliki, in the pre-6eXierimental phase is particularly note-'

worthy (r. +.68, 2 < .001); Clearly the imaginative play of the children is

associated with a good deal of, smiling, laughing and generally happy behavior.

.This correlation drops drastically following the experimental manipulation. If

we look 'at the relationship between the scores on Imagination and Affect follow-

ing the experimental procedures our correlation is +.4t 2.< .01. There is

_thetefdre-sti-11-considn151-47Toimiiin the ass ociation between make-believe.

play andPositive emotionality after the experimental manipulation. ImaginatiVe-

[
hest Of Play-also correlates significantly with ratings Of Concentration (r tr-.410

< :001). It is also associated significantly:with.ratings of Liveliness

(r 2:<..001). A similar result occurs for ratings of Elation (r .40,
. .

< .01). ,There is a negative relationship between ratings of,the subjects on

Fatigue and the 4Ssure.of Imaginative Play prior to the experimental' situation

-.32, 2 < .05). The expected inverse relationship between Imaginativeness

of Play and Aggression failed to emerge. The children who played imaginatively

atid- showed somewhat more Aggression prior to the experimental manipulations'

showed a trend toward less aggression subsequent to the experimental manipula-

tions but these associations are not statistically significant.

If we look at the imaginativeness of play shown following the experiment

our results ate on the whole-less striking. Clearly the experimental manipulation

0002S
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has changed this patterning of the play behavior to some extent.. While it is

_true that the correlations of ongoing imaginative play following the experiment

persist with Positive Emotion and Concentration as well as Liveliness and Ela-

tion, little else, is in evidence.

In summary, the correlational data suggests on'the whole that-while-Age

and intelligence for this sample do not show any extensive influence on. the

pattern of emotions and style of play of.the childrenthe Predispoition to

Imaginativeness certainly does seem to be relevant to..64 way children'express

themselVes in spontaneous games. In addition there seem to be diatinet clusters.

of affective. states with greater indications. of Xively.movement and positiv0.

emotionality associated with make-believe play and. fairly extended sequences:of,

concentration whole moOds such as sadness, fatigue, and anger are More likely to

be associated With indications either of poor concentration, aggreigion and the

:.absence of fantasy ,elements in play.

Sex*Differences

Previous research in this series has not brought out indications. of exten-

sive differences between.boys and girls in the structural aspects of pla110 There

are of course considerable differences that have emerged in the content of 'games

of make-believe betwen the sexes (Singer, 1973). Recently.the research' orFein%

(1974) has made this point even more clearly for children 4s young areighteen

months of age. It was of particular interest to examine Sex differences for

this group since in general the socio-cultural backgrounds of theechildren

employed were from relatively traditional backgrounds (although in most cases

mothers were employed at least part time). A quick look at the actual ongoing

play of the children made it clear that sex differences in content were

especially sharp with 'girls much more likely to play either nurturant games

involving feeding or care or domestic dLities or to tarry on entertainment-like

0002.0
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activities such as pretending to be popular singers. Boys were much more likely

to be 'involved in-advcnture games with much reference. to Batman and' Kung Fu

,(a clear television influence).
'

It was of course important to ascertain whether the sexes differed markedlY.

in any of the change variables since this might necessitate separate analyses',

. by sex of the data. The only independent variable in which girls showed any

significant pattern of change different from the boys was in the rating of

fatigue. .Initially the girls in the pretesting: seemed to be more characterized

by sleepiness or sluggishness in their behavior. 'Following the experimental

manipulations the girls showed considerably more liveliness and less fatigue.

This difference does not appear to be simply a function of the, passage.of time..

since the change was less conspicuous for the control subjects but may represent

to some' extent the increased involvement with the feinale model who'served atithe

intetmediary On the television' or who provided the make-believe play training.

This is not a sufficient explanation since all of the teachers in the 'nursery

:school at that time were alsoletales.' Nonetheless the failure of the girls to

differ in the direction of change from the -boys on most of the major variables

makes it clear that At was not necessary to address specifically an analysis to

sex differences as 4 function of the.sOcific experimental manipulations.

When the pattern of intercorrelations of the variables treated separately

for boys and girls were examined they seemed to be relatively comparable.

Perhaps the major difference as far as the prediSpositional variables is con-

,

certed occurs in the fact that for this group the anticipated inverse association

between the Imaginative Play Predisposition and Aggression emerges for the

females in the sample but not for the, males. This may account for tho fact' that

the overall correlation is not significant in the matrix, Apparently In this

particular sample of girls the tendency to show imaginative tendencies both in

00030
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Interview and on thearron inkblots does. prove to be. associated with a lower

inclination to be overtly aggressive. This result should be compared with an

earlier one (Singer, & Singer, 1973) where aggression and Imaginative Play Pre-

disposition were inversely'correldtedonly for the boys.

Mothers' Self-Worth Ratima

Thirty-four of the mothers returned forms on which they had rated them-

selves on a list of thirty adjectives from "Ambitious" through "Wise" which hail`

been shown by Carlson andLevy (1968) to be divisible into characteristics

relating to Personal (e.g. Imaginative, Versatile, Fhirminded) or to Social

(e.g. Considerate, Cooperative, Persuasive) Self-Worth. The distribution of

scores was diVided at the medial.: for three variables: Personal Self-Worth,

Social Self- Worth, and Personal Minus Social Self - Worth.' The [mores for.their

children' on Imaginativeness of Play (Pre) were then arrayed'afid analyzed for

difference. Significant z scores at 2. < .02 emerged for each variable. The

children.of mothers higher in Personal Self-Worth played more imaginatively in

spontaneous situations; those of mothers high in Social Self-Worth played sig-

nificantly less imaginatively; and those of mothers with the highest differences

,favoritg Personal over Social Self-Worth played significantly more imaginatively.

This data is intriguing in suggesting that the mothers' attitudes play a subtle

but powerful role in influencing the likelihood of make-believe play in their
a

children. 'These results are generally in keeping with some scanty but comparable

data reported by Freyberg (1973). It should be noted that the mothers' scores

on the questionnaires were not known to the authors or ebservers.until comple-

tion of the study.

DiseusAion

In general the main outcome of this investigation seems to suggest that

children in the three to four age group remain most susceptible to influence

00031
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by an adult in their presence who can engage them directly and provide them with

immediate feedback for their own responses. In this sense television may have

only a limited impact on this age 'group. It is likely that at the very least

its prosocial or particularly optimal cognitive benefits may have to depend6upon

at least. some mediation by a. concerned adult in the situation. Our hope that a

well-established program such as MisterOgers' Neighborhood might serve by itself

to become the basis for. stimulating increased imaginative play in children in

daycare Centers seems to be subject to careful qualification. For one thing it'

is obvious that children of this age group cannot concentrate effectively on the

program if vieving.it in numbers as large as fifteen. We believe.itis. much more

',likely. that groups of five or six might be more workable but this of course

requires empirical testing. In addition it seems', especially important that an

adult be present in the viewing situation at least initially to help children

bridge the gap between the intentions of the professional performer on televieion

and the capacities of the children to.assimilate this material into their ongoing

play behavior.:

The more immediate impact of the live model is especially encouraging and

it substantiates in general the findings froM other studies cited in the intro-

duction. It suggests'also the possibility that a fairly, organized curriculum

might become available and could be taught to nursery school.teachers and day-

care center workers so that they could provide the children more systematically

with inputs that would stimulate socio-dramatic play and lead to a generally live-
fl

lier and happier atmosphere during the free play periods which are provided in

daycare settings. One possibility that might be given considerable thought would

be the further exploration of training of teachers in association with programs

Such as Misterogers sea, that they can introdlIce not only their own direct training

in imagery but help the children engage the kind of material presented on a pro-

00031
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program like the Misterogers' Neighborhood Which,becauSe of its polish And con-.

tinuity can serve over a span of a year or two of viewing to-have a decided -

impact. upon the child.. It should be kept in mind ,that so, ar our own studies'

and those of Stein and Friedrich (1972) have c.e.en limited.to very short periods

Of regultryiewing. ;ndeed Stein and Friedrich presented only brief excerpts

from the Misterogers shows with a particular focus upfn certain types of cooper-

ative and prosocial behaviors. Our 'own use of the program was perhaps somewhat

more natural in terms of the overall programming but still was limited to only

eleven shows over two calendar weeks. It is obviouS that' research needs to.be

carried out on the much longer term effects of such programming in.conjunction

with specifie;. adult interventions of the type suggested above.

What emerges vividly from this research is the association of imaginative-

ness of play or make-believe and pretend games with a considerable amount of pos-

itive emotion .on the pare of the child and to a somewhat lesser extent with..the

child's capacity to concentrate. Clearly these results point up. the desirability

of more extended emphasts on this form of play for the children. All of the pro-
.

posed cognitive as wellasAffective gains associated with imaginative play are

obvilusly not demonstrable in this study (Singer, 1973; Smilanski, 1968). Never-

theless.it seems likely that'careful attention to curriculum in nursery schools

.0
or daycare centers can begin to provide conditions for exploring potential posi-

tive gains from enhanced imaginative play in preschoolers., The possibility of

providing parents with training in how to play with their children or,how-to use

television programming more effectively for expanding play horizons also 1.11114.,'

gated by these results and related findings of others. Clearly we need a series

Of investigations to explore optimal combinations of adult modeling and exploita-

tioh of the Attractiveness and power of television to help children to enjoy their

play tore and to be able to use it to develop significant cognitive and emotional
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